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About This Content

ORION: Prelude (ULTIMATE EDITION) automatically unlocks ALL Skills & 210 Progression levels in addition to ALL store
items including: Hats, Armors, Capes, Saber Colors, Dinosaur Skins and more!

'ORION: Prelude' is an indie Sci-Fi shooter (FPS/TPS) that seamlessly blends together incredible visuals and addictive combat.
It puts you and your friends together into intense, cinematic battles using some of the most incredible weaponry and amazing
vehicles in which you must work or compete against one another to accomplish mission objectives, explore giant worlds and

survive the devastating Dinosaur Horde.

In addition to the return of the adventurous, survival-based cooperative gameplay and retro-inspired Arena Combat, 'ORION:
Prelude' features massive, Open World Cooperative and PvPvE.

*Previous version names include ORION: Dino Beatdown (2012) and ORION: Dino Horde (2013).
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Title: ORION: Prelude (ULTIMATE EDITION)
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Spiral Game Studios
Publisher:
DANKIE
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista SP2 32-Bit

Processor:AMD Athlon X2 2.8GHZ / Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ

Memory:3 GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB Graphics Memory (SM3)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:8 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9 Compatible

English
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TL;DR: Decent game, Roll Warrior, Either rush through or go for story, some bugs, is really just a flashgame, buy on a sale.

First I'd like to adress the things put as "key features", especally "4 playable characters" No. It's just skins, not characters, you
can even switch between them.
Then I wouldn't really say that the game features 3 unique play-styles, because magic is fairly useless unless you want to get the
heal spell (Always gets this at first level up) Or want to Enchant weapons and armour (Which may as well just be used to get
gold by selling them) and the "scavanger(?)" tree isn't really a play-style more than it is based on what potions do and increase
drop chances for items. So, always Roll warrior with Heal spell and you're good to go.
The museum for the "hardcore collectors" aims mostly at people who wanna 100% the game, but that is pretty punishing when
all you see is a question mark without anything telling you what item it is or where you can find it. So grinding through level
1-10 just to hope for some luck for that one utter random weapon that just won't drop is a real problem as you get going and
outlevel everything.

As for the stuff premium has over the flash version?
20 Extra floors, Complete story, New Game+ are all sweet.

3 re-skins, multiple saves, and bug fixes seem less like worth it.

But it has new quests! Which is awfully implemented. Random characters will offer you something in return, often for
something inside the caves which cannot be brought back out (Unless you go heavy magic leveling which sucks), and often they
will disappear long ago after you've levelled up til the right level, found the right item, and brought it back with you, and
whatever you get I assume isn't worth it anymore because you've outleveled the quest.

In general NPCs disappear at random it seems, not sure if it's how far you reach (Which can escalate very quickly into stupid
high if you're lucky) and it feels like I'm missing story bits. Sure it's obvious that the cave kills off most people and their friends
either die as well or leave the town, but so far I am really looking forwards to "The complete storyline and conclusion"

Gah this game is unforgiving with it's deaths.. very interesting. Personally, i'd like not better graphics, but for the low graphics
to have a higher impact. In my knowledge i dont think this should be to hard. Otherwise its great, play it with my friend all the
time.. I've had enough already, the door opening mechanism is buggy as that place that never freezes over.
I went back to the game and it had not saved my progress, it was only like 20 minutes but it was so tedious the 1st time, I really
don't feel like doing it again.
And the 1st time I played it I couldn't progress because one of the doors wouldn't open at all (electrical room).

Fix the game so that it's not a complete pain in the neck to play and I'll change this review.

Avoid, not very scary, gameplay is tedious.. Nephew and I playing this constantly. Great gun physics. Dream feature is a co-op
campaign mode where one person goes then the other etc through an awesome storyline. Thumbs up recommend. Have it
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mirrored out to a big tv and it's a blast to watch too.. The Mars pack has tracks that consist of textured glass and red sand. While
racing on sand there is a dust trail effect. The tracks go trough colonies with greenhouses and black caves with green crystals.
The soundtrack for the tracks consists of a guitar with a good tempo for racing. The tracks have jumps, spirals, sideways
sections and tubes to drive inside of and outside of. The price seems fair for the new track designs and aesthetic.

I recommend this DLC if you want to race on sand and glass with a guitar soundtrack. I also recommend watching a video, of a
boss mode race trough this location, for deciding if you like the aesthetic and the soundtrack.. What the actual ♥♥♥♥ is this?
Like, I can't even figure out what the ♥♥♥♥ is happening, is this supposed to be funny? I especially can't figure out why they're
charging a dollar for a game made with free software. Seriously how does this♥♥♥♥♥♥get on steam?. Pretty simple but
seriously great VR fun, if you like scary/spooky scenarios.

In the first 15 minutes of play, I injured a shoulder - in the disused factory, when a zombie smashed through a boarded up door,
I leapt back while shooting at him, and smacked my shoulder into a wall.

I was very lucky as, if I had gone in any other direction, the result could have been much worse.
I could have stepped back off a step onto a lower part of the room, or into my home brew beer buckets, or into a grandfather
clock.
So the wall turned out to be a lucky direction to go.

So for my next session, don't laugh, I played on my knees, until I got used to it.

Not knowing where the next creature is coming from, coupled with running out of ammo and a seeming eternity to reload -
creates a superb anticipation/scare factor.

Highly recommended, especially at sale prices. (I'm playing in an areea just over 2m x 1.5m and it is ok, although just a bit
more would probably be safer).

LOL
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its like a broader version of the guild (less imersion ) but more trading like port royal.. What first attracted me to this game was
the unique art stye, and as I continued to play I discovered it's fascinating game mechanics, one draw back I found was it's
Repetedly frustrating stages.. Had this for several months, still buggy as hell. The bagging still has terminal bugs, causing you to
have to restart the game. The game crashes. I've been putting in time to finish the achievements and delete this game from my
library, but at this point it might not even be worth the struggle.. Character itself: well Tony is pretty much an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 like the movies. His voice is not by the same guy who did the movies but at
least Ovk hire a guy who works from a game that did the voice of scarface before. The suit looks like from the movies, just not
his face though.

"Little friend" this gun is basically a bad version of the M308 but with a grenade launcher. If you know how to use the M308 or
and other DMRs, this gun is for you. The pickup rate is about 1-3 per box (with is sad), but the grenade launcher is 1-1. So most
of the time you will be using the grenade launcher than the gun itself.
There are no new mods to apply on, and if you are expecting to react a scene from a movie and spray and pray, you will be
disappointed. Total ammo by the way is only 40.

Chainsaw- feels good, but in all honesty, it is just a another generic melee that no one used.

Perk- not bad concept. People has turn this deck into a free FAK deck by exploding themselves for health. High risk award on
OD, but pretty average on DW or below.

Verdict 7\/10

Although the looks and voice is not Al Pacino himself, the gun is great for anyone who loves DMRS and the perk is pretty good
for any armor builds.

Buy it on sale though.. I completely adore this game! It is a very simplistic exploration game where you bring color to the world.
I haven't decrypted any of the journals yet and that will be a challenge on it's own. It's one of those games where I can just relax
and let the color flow. I don't usuall play games with the sound on but the music is very charming and I find myself tuning on the
volume for this game. I highly recommend this game if you are looking for soething to unwind with after a long day.. Aside
from an anvilicious debate towards the middle that felt like it came out of nowhere, this is a strong follow up to The Prodigy.
Flush with your successes from the previous game, you take part in a reality tv show to form America's next great Supers Team.
Much like Slammed, this game has betrayal, scandal, fame, and public opinion as major themes.

The twists towards the latter half were interesting as well. It's also the first and only of the three that I faced a game-over in.. It's
pretty damn fun. Who doesn't want to punch a few baddies and blow up some robots?! I really like where it's going. For a demo
I think it's pretty fun for what I got. It's a rpg style with few bosses and lots of fun magic spells to choose from. For how much it
is I feel I got my fun's worth. So far my favorite is fireball. Oh also the wall spell is good for people like me who like to cower
behind walls and throw fireballs at your impending doom. I like to hide behind the wall so I can throw fireballs at the other
baddies. OH also very important!! Make sure if you don't have anything super punchable near you if your gunna falcon punch
the running dudes! Of course Unless you want an excuse to punch people, then get your family\/friends in nice and close! I
highly recomend, it's some solid fun.
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